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Stitch, fold, slide, loop, thread, curl, stitch, close, loop, stitch, pull, pleat, furl. Stitch, 

fold, slide, loop, thread, curl, stitch, close, loop, stitch, pull, pleat, furl. 

Tedious, repetitive, detail oriented work. 

Stitch, fold, slide, loop, thread, curl, stitch, close, loop, stitch, pull, pleat, furl, 

goes Carson Van Vliet, artist in residence in the Project Space at Xpace Cultural Centre 

in preparation for his first solo show: The Pleasure of Patterns. Van Vliet, a recent 

graduate of the Painting and Drawing program at OCAD University, concerns himself with 

the slow, durational practice of knitting and quilting. While perhaps not something 

immediately conjuring pleasure, Van Vliet’s quirky approach to textile mark-making and 

pattern making offers itself as a joy-filled, process-based meditation on craft, kitsch, and 

coziness. Here, the motif of the quilt is figured in drawings, screenprints, ceramics, and 

handmade quilts. 



Initially pragmatic objects to keep warm, quilts themselves both hold and narrate 

polysemic histories as lyrical, archival storytelling tools of black history, and as 

memorializations of persons deceased across the AIDS Memorial Quilt.  1

Contemporaneously, ‘barn quilts’ are often used as adornments on barns and farmsteads 

as markers of ‘rural pride’ amassing together as the barn quilt trail: a network of agrarian 

homes proudly displaying their mounted barn quilts for road-trippers to admire. First 

practical, then developing into a craft and eventually involving into narrative folk art, 

quilts eventually gained their footing in the contemporary art ethos during the 1960’s 

and 70’s as championed by feminist artists such as Miriam Schapiro. To many, quilts 

may hold sentimental memories, perhaps reminding us of our mothers, our mothers’ 

mothers, and their mothers before them. Personally, I think of my great-grandmother on 

her farm in rural Northeastern Ontario making quilts out of flower and potato sacks to 

keep warm during the unforgiving Northern winters. 

Whereas Van Vliet’s inspiration, Miriam Schapiro, was known for blurring the 

disciplinary lines between craft and fine arts, Van Vliet has decisively expressed interest 

in working within the fold of folk arts. A lifelong knitter as taught by his grandmother, 

Van Vliet recalls being questioned for knitting in places like school or in public transit 

with remarks like “I’ve never seen a guy knit before” evidencing the very gendered 

cultural expectations of this craft. Undeterred,  

 The Pleasure of Patterns playfully presents the artist’s burgeoning expansion of 

his knitting practice into the world of quilting and ceramics. The presented pieces are 

objects of transference and records of time: like a score tenderly unfolding through a 

hazily lit living room, a grandmother’s wrinkled hands, or the yellowed, furling edges of a 

handwritten recipe sheet. There’s a unifying praxis of tenderness throughout Van Vliet’s 

 Originally conceived in 1985, the AIDS Memorial Quilt is a massive 54 ton quilt commemorating the 1

many lives lost to the ongoing AIDS epidemic. Each of the estimated 50,000 panels measures 3’x7’ – 
approximately the size of a grave – and each panel is made in memory by the friends, families, and lovers 
of the deceased. 



pieces imbuing them with a sense of lived-in-ness. Similarly, Van Vliet’s sketchbooks 

piled atop a plinth in the gallery beckon to a level of thoughtfulness and meditation in 

the fabrication of these pieces underscoring a layer of preparation, just like following a 

detailed recipe or a stitching pattern — this is process work.  

Where Van Vliet aberrates from the otherwise structured nature of craft is in the 

surprising fluidity of the patterns he has overlaid atop his ceramic pieces, and the 

playfulness in the vibrant colour choices in his quilts. Van Vliet refers to this 

methodological approach by the exhibition’s namesake: “the pleasure of patterns”. In 

coining ‘the pleasure of patterns’, Van Vliet references his inspirations such as Alexander 

Girard and Faith Ringgold for their evocative use of colour and design in pattern making 

that imbue their craftwork with joy and reverence through their creative configuration of 

the quilt as a site of play and storytelling. Girard famously mixed mid-century modernist 

design principles with the whimsy of folk art, and is celebrated for his then bold and 

pioneering colourful contributions to interior design. The lyrical, narrative driven mixed-

media quilt pieces Ringgold is best known for helped to politicize craft and quilting as a 

productive modality for black feminist discourse in the 1980’s. Ringgold’s celebratory 

quilts invigorated practices of quilt-making  with passion and fervor. Using Girard and 

Ringgold as inspirations to fray from the traditionally formulaic grids of quilting, a 

pleasure driven pattern making approach particularly differentiates Van Vliet’s playful 

style as opposed to the rigid, modernist form of the grid as he prefers fluid asymmetrical 

compositions with clashing colours at odds with the expected disciplined attention to 

form in quilt making. This colourful, quirky, and lighthearted aesthetic and 

methodological approach to fabrication reveals Van Vliet’s fascination with all things 

kitsch.  

As anachronistic objects, the temporal slippages of quilt-making in 2022 

inherently leans into a kitschy aesthetic whereby quilts delineate the otherwise 

contemporary artistic and design principles that would normally adorn the white walls of 



a gallery. The antimodernist underpinnings of anachronistic quilt-making in The Pleasure 

of Patterns prompts interesting questions for such a young artist showing works in 

Toronto: is his artistic trajectory aligned with the canonical feminist artists who worked to 

blur the distinctions of craft and contemporary art? Or, does this intergenerationally 

transferred skill position him in the peripheries of art history amongst folk artists, the fall 

fair showcases, and the invisible labour of our grandmothers? When asked, Van Vliet 

interestingly positions himself as indebted to both, but adherent to neither. Rather, it is 

in the gooey, undetermined middle ground that his work emerges. To Van Vliet, there is a 

simultaneous lack of preciousness to these artworks in that he anticipates using them for 

their material purposes (curling up on the couch wrapped in a quilt), and an immense 

affective charge wherein these objects feels homey and deeply sentimental. 

The Pleasure of Patterns doesn’t conjure the typical mysticism of an artistic figure 

working in solitude in a messy studio powered by divination and transcended vision, 

instead, these pieces are made in the domestic environment of which they emerge and 

ultimately serve. Blurring the lines between the extraordinary — fantastic, visionary, 

artistic — and extra ordinary — quotidian, practical, familiar — the quilts are a modest 

and thoughtful offering of a warm embrace. When brought together, Van Vliet’s ceramics, 

drawings, screenprints, and quilts reveal a playful foray into the artist’s personal 

obsession with quilts and their bizarre, multi-faceted cultural and historical usages and 

significance. 

       - Alexander Rondeau


